**Topographic and Geological Map Series**

**NOTE:** For all products listed in this section, please inquire at geospatial@eastview.com for current pricing, format and delivery options. Please reference the product title or product number (e.g., 19-12-001) in your message.

**Angola: Topographic maps**

19-12-001

**Republica Popular de Angola 1:250,000**


**Belize: Topographic maps**

19-12-002

**Belize 1:50,000 (E755 / DOS 4499)**


**Brazil: State maps**

19-12-003

**Set of Brazil State Maps**


**Omni Gems**

**NOTE:** Omnimap was recently acquired by East View Companies. This section of the newsletter features unique products from Omnimap's catalog. For products listed in this section, please inquire at geospatial@eastview.com for current pricing, format and delivery options. Please reference the product title or product number (e.g., 19-12-001) in your message.

**Mongolia: Topographic maps**

19-12-004

**Mongolia 1:500,000**


---

**Scientific and Specialty Atlases and Books**

**Featured Title**

19-12-005 | $120.00 | PURCHASE

**Eesti rahvusatlas [The National Atlas of Estonia]**


Published by the University of Tartu in conjunction with Regio OU, the National Library of Estonia, and the National Archives of Estonia, this is the very first national atlas of Estonia. It contains nearly 500 historical and contemporary maps along with explanations that help give meaning to Estonian nature, culture and history. Text is fully bilingual Estonian/English. The maps are organized into 36 chapters grouped in 6 main sections: General (border and other general maps); Nature (physical, elevation/depts, geology, climate, nautical charts, hydrology, soil, vegetation, forestry, Lake Peipus); Society (administrative divisions, population, nationalities, religion, education, economic geography, agriculture, railways, roads, bus routes, communication, healthcare); Culture (Estonians,
What's Up? South! World Map

Waterman Equal-Area Butterfly Projection: Earth, Atlantic View

19-12-022 | $38.95 | PURCHASE

ISBN 9781931057158. In English. 1 sheet, 87.5 x 130 cm, folded.

The Population Map

19-12-021 | $20.00 | PURCHASE


different sizes, and laminated].

ISBN 9781931057448. In English. 1 sheet, 61 x 91 cm, folded [this map is also available flat, in

Peters Map

19-12-019 | $20.00 | PURCHASE

1:20,000,000. 1992. In English. 1 sheet, 81 x 119 cm, flat.

19-12-018 | $35.00 | PURCHASE

In English. 1 sheet, 76.2 x 109.22 cm, folded.

Mercator Wall Map

ISBN 9781931057325. In English. 1 sheet, 45.72 x 91.44 cm, folded.

McArthur’s Universal Corrective Map of the World

19-12-016 | $29.99 | PURCHASE

ISBN 9781931057257. 2007. In English. 1 sheet, 55.88 x 35.56 cm, flat.

Equal Area Map of the United States of America

19-12-013 | $12.95 | PURCHASE

Kaiser, Ward L. In English. 1 sheet, 55.88 x 43.18 cm, flat.

Antarctica – 5 Views of the Continent

19-12-011 | $25.00 | PURCHASE

19-12-014 | $199.50 | PURCHASE

Global Perspective Maps, set of 10

ISBN 9781931057752. In English. 5 sheets total (maps are printed back-to-back on heavy card stock), 28 x 41 cm, flat.

19-12-012 | $30.00 | PURCHASE

Buckminister Fuller Raleigh Edition Dymaxion Map

ISBN 9781931057325. 2007. In English. 1 sheet, 55.88 x 35.56 cm, flat.

19-12-015 | $18.00 | PURCHASE

Hobo-Dyer Mead Museum South-Up Map

ISBN 9781931057325. In English. 1 sheet, 45.72 x 91.44 cm, folded.

19-12-017 | $39.95 | PURCHASE

Mercator Wall Map

In English. 1 sheet, 76.2 x 109.22 cm, folded.

Featured Publisher: ODT Maps, Inc.

Based out of Amherst, Massachusetts, ODT provides innovative maps and resource materials to help see the world in new ways. The company made the transition to map publishers after their Peters Projection map was featured on an episode of West Wing. Since then, they have published several other unique maps such as the "What's Up? South!" world map, the Hobo-Dyer world map, and the Population map. With a mission of honoring differences and teaching people to see the world from a broader, more inclusive perspective, ODT offers new and exciting visual representations of the world through their unique maps. For a full list of ODT titles available from East View, please visit shop.eastview.com.

Featured Publisher: ODT Maps, Inc.

Based out of Amherst, Massachusetts, ODT provides innovative maps and resource materials to help see the world in new ways. The company made the transition to map publishers after their Peters Projection map was featured on an episode of West Wing. Since then, they have published several other unique maps such as the "What's Up? South!" world map, the Hobo-Dyer world map, and the Population map. With a mission of honoring differences and teaching people to see the world from a broader, more inclusive perspective, ODT offers new and exciting visual representations of the world through their unique maps. For a full list of ODT titles available from East View, please visit shop.eastview.com.
Services: Approval Plans, Digitization, Customization

East View offers approval plan services for maps and atlases tailored for a wide variety of libraries with unique needs and specifications. With many years of experience serving academic, public and government libraries with foreign language materials, we recognize the importance of establishing precise, yet flexible parameters to ensure the best quality material and service. Contact us for more information.

In addition to approval plans, East View Geospatial provides high-quality and cost-effective mapping and GIS services and solutions, including custom map and data production, and digitization, mosaicking and hosting services via our MapVault program. Contact us today to discuss customized solutions for your mapping needs.

19-12-018 | $35.00 | PURCHASE
Pacific Rim Map
1:20,000,000. 1992. In English. 1 sheet, 81 x 119 cm, flat.

19-12-019 | $20.00 | PURCHASE
Peters Map
ISBN 9781931057448. In English. 1 sheet, 61 x 91 cm, folded [this map is also available flat, in different sizes, and laminated].

19-12-020 | $60.00 | PURCHASE
Peters World Atlas: The Earth in its True Proportions

19-12-021 | $20.00 | PURCHASE
The Population Map

19-12-022 | $38.95 | PURCHASE
Waterman Equal-Area Butterfly Projection: Earth, Atlantic View

19-12-023 | $45.00 | PURCHASE
What’s Up? South! World Map
ISBN 9781931057011. In English. 1 sheet, 91 x 142 cm, folded.